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Title: Civil Service Commission v. Gabriel Moralde

Facts:
Gabriel Moralde, employed as a Dental Aide by the Province of Misamis Oriental, faced
administrative charges due to falsifying Daily Time Records. While the administrative case
was ongoing, Moralde filed an “application for retirement” under Republic Act No. 8291
with the Government Service Insurance System (GSIS) on November 8, 1998. The next day,
the Provincial Governor, Antonio P. Calingin, issued a memorandum dismissing Moralde for
Falsification  of  Public  Documents.  Unbeknownst  to  the  Province’s  officials,  Moralde’s
retirement was approved by GSIS, effectively from the day before his termination.

Moralde filed an appeal against his dismissal with the Civil Service Commission (CSC),
omitting  any  mention  of  his  retirement.  The  CSC,  unaware  of  his  retirement  status,
eventually  ordered  his  reinstatement.  During  the  processing  of  his  reinstatement,  the
Province discovered Moralde’s retirement status and filed a motion for a new trial and/or
modification of judgment with the CSC, which was denied on the basis that the decision had
attained finality.

The case was elevated to the Court of Appeals, which ruled in favor of Moralde, ordering his
reinstatement and the payment of backwages. The Province and the CSC then filed petitions
for review with the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1.  Whether  Moralde’s  voluntary  retirement  application  barred  his  reinstatement  and
entitlement to backwages.
2. Whether the doctrine of immutability of judgments precludes modification of the CSC’s
final decision on Moralde’s reinstatement.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court granted the consolidated petitions for review, reversing the decision of
the  Court  of  Appeals.  It  reinstated  the  CSC’s  resolutions  that  denied  Moralde’s
reinstatement  and  backwages,  citing  Moralde’s  voluntary  departure  from  service  by
applying for retirement benefits. The Court emphasized that public officers who voluntarily
sever their employer-employee relationship cannot later demand reinstatement as if their
separation  never  occurred,  especially  when  such  severance  was  meant  to  evade
administrative  liability.

Doctrine:
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The doctrine articulated is that of the immutability of final judgments, which holds that a
decision that has attained finality cannot be altered. However, this doctrine may yield to
practicality, logic, and substantial justice when supervening events render the execution of
a final judgment unjust. Furthermore, the case reinforces the principle that public service is
a  public  trust,  and  public  officers  who  voluntarily  sever  their  relationship  with  the
government, especially to avoid administrative liability, cannot later claim rights as if such
separation did not occur.

Class Notes:
– Immutability of Final Judgments: Once a judgment becomes final and executory, it can no
longer be modified or appealed.
– Voluntary Retirement: Public officers who voluntarily apply for retirement affirm their
separation from service and cannot later demand reinstatement or backwages for the period
subsequent to their retirement.
– Public Service as a Public Trust: Public officers must act with integrity and responsibility,
and any action taken to evade administrative liability contradicts this principle.

Historical Background:
The case exemplifies the tensions between administrative law’s rigidity in upholding final
decisions  and  the  necessity  of  considering  supervening  events  that  may  render  strict
adherence to such decisions unjust. It underscores the principle that public office is a trust
that requires officers to serve with integrity, preventing them from exploiting procedural
technicalities to escape liability and simultaneously benefit financially.


